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This report looks at the following areas:

• Market size for all grocery retail sales and the supermarket sector
• How consumers shop for groceries and how frequently
• Types of retail stores used and distribution of spending in the sector by channel
• Retailers used for primary and secondary shopping, along with market sizes
• Loyalty/reward scheme membership and the impact it has on purchasing
• Priority and behaviour shifts when choosing where to shop as result of the cost-of-living crisis
• Attitudes to fuel, promotions and food waste in the grocery sector

“A third of shoppers have cut back grocery budgets, leading to record volume declines. However, the market leaders are better prepared to fight back, with price-matching schemes and a renewed focus on loyalty schemes having a material impact on defending market share.”
– Nick Carroll, Category Director – Retail Insight, December 2022
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- What we’ve seen so far in 2022
- Campaigns to fight the cost-of-living crisis
- Promoting quality food, healthier choice and supporting farmers
- Tesco’s first Ramadan campaign
- New launches: Morrisons Media Group and Sainsbury’s self-service advertising platform
- Christmas 2022 ads: Tesco’s nod to the cost-of-living crisis and Aldi’s homage to Home Alone and more
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- Brand analysis
- Fun supermarkets are seen as different from the rest, gaining trust and users
- Going basic is seen as a safer option
- Most supermarkets are seen as ethical
- Tesco performs as strongly as ever, and even stronger in its online service
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